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Abstract
The dielectric measurement is a rapid and non-destructive method to investigate the physichochemical change in the examined materials. Many researches observed the dielectric properties
of pure water, different materials from the food industry, but there is less information about the
dielectric charachteristic of wastewater and sludge. Our study aims to detect correlation
between dielectic constant and SCOD/TCOD parameter, to verify if different microwave
irradition treatments can enchance the solubilization of organic matter in municipal sludge.
With the detemination of soluble chemical oxygen demand (SCOD) we detect the effects of
different microwave irradition treatments on the sludge‘s organic matter solubility. Our results
show dielectric measurement is a suitable method to detect the changes in the soluble organic
matter content, since there is a strong linear correlation between the dielectric constant (ε‘) and
the SCOD/TCOD parameter, which indicates the the solubility of the organic matter.
Introduction
Due to the urbanization, the increasing amount of consumed water quantity, even though the
developing wastewater treatment plants, the amount of municipal sludge is increasing. Because
of the high cost of operating and treatment proccesses, it should be taken into consideration to
utilize the arising amount of sludge. For economic reasons the application of different pretreatment technologies are required.
Microwave (MW) irradition is a promising pre-treatment method in sludge treatment, as a result
of its unique heating mechanism which provides a fast and selective heating ability [1]. Due to
its thermal effect it can disrupt the cell wall of pathogene microorganisms, thereby enhance the
disposal of sludge. The released cellular fluid contains proteins, carbohydrates and lipids
originated from the bacteria presented, which increases the organic matter content of the sludge,
therefore it becomes more avaible for the degrading microorganisms [2]. The SCOD/TCOD
parameter describes the ratio between the amount of organic matter in the soluble phase and the
total chemical oxygen demand of the observed sample.
Dielectric materials, like the municipal sludge can absorbe the microwave interval of the
electromagnetic spectrum , and its extent depends on the material properties, structure,
temperature and frequency. The dielectric behaviour of a material can be described with certain
dielectric properties.
Complex relative permittivity (ε) includes the charachteristics that affect the reflection of
electromagnetic waves from the material interface, as well the energy loss that occurs with the
absorption of the electromagnetic wave [3]:
𝜀 = 𝜀 ′ −𝑗 ∙ 𝜀 ′′ (1)
The dielectric constant (ε') represents the electrical energy absorption capacity of the
dielectrical material, the dielectric loss factor (ε") describes the dissipation ability of the
dielectric material and j is the imaginary factor.
The product of free space permittivity (ε0) and the relative permittivity (εr') gives the dielectric
constant:
𝜀 ′ = 𝜀0 ∙ 𝜀′𝑟 (2)
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It has been proven that measuring dielectric properties is a capable way of determine structural
and/or molecular changes in the raw material matrix, and such, it is a suitable method todetect
the organic matter removal effiency of wastewater treatment proccesses [4]. By the application
of this rapid, non-destructive measurement method the efficiency of different pre-treatment
processes could be estimated.
Experimental
Municipal thickened sludge samples were being used in our experiments. The samples were
pre-treated by microwave irradition with a total energy intensity of 30, 45 and 60 kJ at two
different power levels (250 and 500 W), with the corresponding the irradition time of 1-4
minutes. For the microwave treamtments a Labotron 500 laboratory scale microwave
equipment was used.
For the dielectric measurments a DAK 3.5 (SPEAG) open-ended coaxial dielectric probe was
being used, connected to a ZVL-3 vector network analyser (Rohde&Schwarz). The dielectric
properties were measured in the frequency range of 200-2400MHz.
Based on previous studies focusing on the determination of soluble chemical oxygen demand
(SCOD), we applied the organic matter fractionation method, i.e. sedimentation, centrifugation
(RCF=6000 for 10 minutes) and filtration (0,45μm pore sized PTFE disc filter),which was
followed by a colorimetric method (Hanna, COD cuvet test, after 2 hours thermodigestion at
180 °C ) to determine the exact values of SCOD
Results and discussion
The aim of our work was to investigate the correlation between the dielectric constant and an
indirect parameter, the soluble chemical oxygen demand (SCOD) which expresses the quantity
of biodegradable organic matter content in the soluble phase of wastewater sludge for
microorganism.
In the first series of the experiments, after the different energy intensity microwave irradition
treatments, we measured the dielectric constant (ε‘) in each sample to investigate its frequency
dependence:

Figure 1. The frequency dependence of the dielectric constant on different MW treatments
In comparison with the raw sample, all different energy intensity MW treatments resulted in
higher dielectric constants. The treated samples follow the same tendency and show similar ε‘
values on most of the measuring frequencies. Despite similarity it can be stated that the MW
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treatments cause deviation in the dielectric constant. To investigate the extensive effects of the
different sludge treatment possibilities on the dielectric constant, further researches are
suggested in this topic.

Figure 2. The effect of different MW treatments on SCOD/TCOD.
The SCOD/TCOD results show that the higher energy intensity treatments cause higher
solubilition of the organic matter, the effiency grows with the increase of the irradiated energy
(Figure 2.). Treatments where lower power level (250W) was applied were more effective than
those where it was set at500W.

Figure 3. Increase of SCOD/TCOD compared to control sample.
Figure 3. depicts how different treatments affect the SCOD/TCOD parameter in comparison
with the raw control. The values was divided by the irradiated energy to create a specific
parameter to show the real tendencies of certain treatments. It shows that lower power level
(250W) treatments – considering the SD range as well - were observably more effective than
the ones which were carried out with the higher level of power (500W) The 250W-4 minutes
MW irradition turned out to be the most efficient operational setup, as it resulted in an increase
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of more than 50% in regards of the solubility of the organic compounds, compared to the sample
which was irradiated for half the time at the same power level.
After the MW irradiaton treatments each sample was cooled to the temperature of 28°C to carry
out the dielectric measurements. The results of dielectric measurements show that the dielectric
constant at the frequency of 2400 MHz has a linear correlation with the SCOD/TCOD (Figure
4):

Figure 4. The correlation between SCOD/TCOD and dielectric constant (f = 2400 MHz,
temperature of 28°C).
The higher organic matter solubility can be traced back to the degradation effect of the
microwave irradition on the solid particales and the macromolecules of the sludge. By detecting
the change of the dielectric constant, it can be stated that the irradiation caused flake
desintegration in the treated sludge samples [5].
Conclusion
In this study we compared the efficiencies of different energy and power intensity MW
treatments on the solubility of organic matter in wastewater sludge samples. Based on our
results, microwave irradiation is proved to be an applicable sludge pre-treatment method, since
it affects the SCOD/TCOD parameter in a way which indicates that the solubility of the organic
compounds of the municipal thickened sludge is enhanced in the soluble phase. In order to gain
a more detailed understanding of how microwave irradiation affects the material matrix of
sludge, i.e. whether a correlation between biodegradability indicators (e.g. BOD/SCOD) and
the MW-enhanced solubility is presented, further researches are recommended.
Our research also focused on to investigate a possible correlation between the dielectric
constant (ε‘) and a solubility indicator (SCOD/TCOD). It can be stated that with the application
of dielectric measurement the change in the solubility of organic matter can be detected, since
the latter and the change of dielectric constant and shows a linear correlation between each
other. The application of open-ended coaxial dielectric probe proved to be a promising detection
method to estimate the efficiency of various sludge pre-treatment methods.
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